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 JOIN US IN THE PROMOTION OF DIVERSITY!

Alongside CQFD and its actors, participating to the development of the 11th DEFISTIVAL which 
promotes sport wealth, culture wealth, importance of solidarity and sharing, in a such exceptional 
place that is the Champ-de-Mars, join us for this big annual Festival whose only watchword is: 

“Come with your differences, leave with your similarities”

Since 2003, the DEFISTIVAL has been celebrating Difference, all differences, and has been partici-
pating to the construction of an open and a pluralist society that refuses to nobody the right to be 
what they are, without getting lost in imposed standards. More than ever, in these troubled times, 
we have to be the guarantors of the Citizens’ Resistance by carrying even higher our will to live 
together in a society fed by cohesion and mutual respect.  

“The other person is different, clearly. It is not a question of denying this difference, or affirming to 
forget it, but taking advantage of it. Because life is made up of differences; uniformity leads to 
death.” Albert Jacquard
 
This year of Municipal and European elections, with its share of extremism, has been urging us to 
mobilize and to make every effort to alert people about the dangers of doing nothing. Let us be 
the proud successors of Albert Jacquard, attentive godfather of the DEFISTIVAL and engaged in the 
DÉFIS DE CIVILISATION – civilization challenges. 

Great activist in associations and on the ground, Albert Jacquard is a philosopher, researcher, 
scientist, radio host and writer with more than thirty publications to his credit, all of them linked with 
questions related to the future of humanity. He made more accessible complex concepts, and 
created “mind ramps” that enable the access to knowledge for all individuals, as for instance in 
In Praise of Difference in 1981. He studied genetics of human populations and became famous for 
his social militancy, as well as for his fight against racial prejudices. Albert Jacquard maintains a 
humanist message aimed at promoting the evolution of the collective consciousness, and tries to 
communicate the urgent need to change our values and our behaviours in relation to Life on Earth.

Ryadh Sallem, Président of CQFD 
and of Séquences Clés Productions, 
with his dear friend Albert Jacquard 
during a past edition of the Défistival



THE association CQFD ; « Those Who Make Challenges », was 
created in 2003 during the “European Year of disabled people”, 
from a will to create a unique event, a Festival supporting sharing 

between everybody, between all of us no matter who we are, by offe-
ring the Champ-de-Mars for two unlikely days: the DEFISTIVAL. 
 
A SIMPLE BELIEF, BUT AN AMBITIOUS ONE 
An amazing momentum has been established around this generous 
invitation: “Come with your differences, leave with your similarities”. 
As the years go by, the DEFISTIVAL got its bearings and grew up. It has 
improved and has diversified. If the Festival is still as flamboyant as 
the beginning, in the Village as well as on stage, in stands and in the 
Parade, it decided to enlarge the scope of feasibility and to develop 
reflection approaches by offering a dedicated time to social debates 
animated by the Dialogues in Humanity. 

A REFLEXION ABOUT THE HUMAN BEING ; ALL THE HUMAN BEINGS

In 2007, the “Civilization Challenges” were born with conferences and 
collective publications, calling out experts and great witnesses, shaking 
up scientific prejudices and unsaid things! In this way and for 11 years, 
our unifying and constantly being renewed DEFISTIVAL has become 
a platform for our voices to be heard, a space open to every talents, 
a platform for artists, sportsmen, thinkers, sociologists, erudite persons, 
disabled people and valid ones, tall people and small ones, young 
people and old ones, blue people, red people… to express themselves.

THE DEFISTIVAL
SCENE FREE-SONS

  THREE OBJECTIVES
Bring together all faces of our society 

Warn and raise awareness in relation to disability via universal vehicles 
as strong as sports, art and culture.

Inform people and bring down prejudices and taboos!

CIVILIZATION
CHALLENGES VILLAGE OF PARTNERS

ARTNOW
GALLERY

CREDAVIS 
LOVE LIFE AREA

CROSIF
AREA

ROLL 
TOGETHER

CHILDREN 
ISLAND



 THE 11th EDITION
« Without imagination, there is no creation » 

Always more music, dance, sports, good humour and discoveries!
Champions, amateurs, soloists, jugglers, painters…
Each of you will be the actor this 11th DEFISTIVAL!

The DEFISTIVAL 2014 will be, more than ever, a celebration of difference, and we invite you to come and share this convivial moment, 
just beneath the Eiffel Tower – Place Joffre in front of the Wall of Peace. It will be a magical instant, transforming disability and making 
our similarities the bond of an unfailing social link.

A brand new initiative: « ROULETTE PARTY » ! 
“Roll together” is a symbolic and an uncommon parade. Its themes are alternative means of locomotion on wheels. It is a highlight of 
the DEFISTIVAL, which is open to everybody with the only condition to pull, to push, to tow or to be equipped with wheels: wheelchairs, 
scooters, roller skates, skateboards, shopping trolleys or any other unidentified wheeled vehicle. This interactive cortege circles the 
area around the Eiffel Tower in order to joyfully prove that differences gather people! Become your own work of art and express your 
creativity in your outfits.

Albert Jacquard

What  is  planned ? 

 «   A solidarity success is better than a solitary one. » Albert Jacquard



PROGRAM 
The Village of partners, of companies and associations is the heart and soul of the Festival, sponsored by our partner com-
panies and our involved associations. It will propose information, meetings and activities. It will also have thematic quarters 
to discover and to invest:

The Regional Olympic Committee of Île-de-France Area space will enable to get initiated, safely and with a professional 
guidance, to Olympic and Paralympic disciplines; and it will enable to meet decorated athletes, who are real ambassadors 
of sports. 
“ The “superman” is not the strong one or the very powerful one. The superman, it is the whole of Humanity ”  Albert Jac-
quard

Dialogues in Humanity :  this place offers to look into the connections between the human being, the well-being, ecology, 
active citizenship in a helpful and a open way. If offers to think about another way to exchange, a reflection about the 
commitment of young people, about art in all its forms…  
“ It is by meeting the other that we learn about ourselves ”  Albert Jacquard

CréDAVIS, the Love Life Space is a space of exchanges and of information, animated by the association CREDAVIS around 
the themes of disability, sexuality and love life.  
“ I am the links that I build with the others ”   Albert Jacquard

The Stage of shivers and of the night concert of “Don du Son” will punctuate the days of Friday and Saturday; theatre, mime, 
dance… 

The Arthow gallery, with an exhibition and introduction sessions : Here are 120m2 of artists and creative associations. A live 
performance will occur with visitors: creation of the album of 10 years of emotions and sharing, with a writing workshop and 
an illustrations workshop… 
 
The Children Isle : a place dedicated to children, where activities will be proposed all day long. 
“ The school of the future will no longer serve to supply generals in cannon fodder or business leaders in benefit fodder; it will 
help men to build themselves from the others ”   Albert Jacquard

And like every year, many more surprises will be offered!



THEY SUPPORT US 

Anne Hidalgo - Yves Coppens - Bertrand Delanoe - André Fertier  - Patrick Gohet - Marianne Geoffroy 
Bletrach - Jean-François Lamour  - Paulette Hoffmann - Yannick Noah - Danielle Moyse - Marcel Nuss - 
Jacqueline de Romilly - Delphine Siegrist - Penelope Komites -  Jean-Luc Simon - Jérome Bonaldi - Philippe 
Craven  - Didier Fontana – Patrick Poivre d’Arvor – Yves Duteil - Yves Foucault -  Marielle Goitschel - Muriel 
Hermine - Didier Lockwood – Gilbert Montagné - Bruno de Stabenrath - Philippe Streiff -  Emmanuel de la 

Taille – Véronique Dubarry – Albert Jacquard

A PRESTIGIOUS SPONSORSHIP COMMITTEE

Companies, national institutions, ministries but also the City of Paris 

support every year the establishment of the DEFISTIVAL

THEY ALREADY SUPPORT US...WHAT ABOUT YOU ?



IN THE MEDIA... 

TV CHANNELS
France 5 
France 3
France 2 
France 4

RADIOS
Ado FM 
Vivre FM 
Handi FM

Radio Nova 
Radio Campus Paris

France Bleu Ile-de-France

PRINT MEDIA
La Croix

Respect Mag
Le Monde
Pariscope
Le Parisien

La Lettre de l’Economie Sociale

INTERNET CHANNELS 
Passions Sport TV

Vivre FM
Handi FM

Tropiques FM
Radio Nova

PUBLICATIONS ON WEBSITES 
Site de la chaîne Demain 

Respect Mag 
Office du Tourisme de Paris

Tropiques fm
Ado fm

Région Ile de France
Ville de Paris

Fondation Diversité TF1
Fondation RATP

Yanous.fr
Vivre fm

Conseil National du Handicap
Handi fm

Handicap.fr
Accès pour tous



You want to contact us  
to define the details of a partnership 

with the DÉFISTIVAL ?

Nathalie KONÉ-DENOT
nkone-denot@sequences-cles.fr

In charge of partnerships  
at  SÉQUENCES CLÉS PRODUCTIONS

06 58 37 63 39 

Ryadh SALLEM
ryadh.sallem@capsaaa.net

Président of CQFD
06 10 27 93 61

www.defistival.org

JOIN US AND FOLLOW ALL THE NEWS ABOUT THE DÉFISTIVAL ON :

@_Defistival_

defistival.paris

CQFD "Ceux Qui Font les Défis" – 190 rue Lecourbe 75015 PARIS SIRET 445 217 425 0021 / 01 40 43 14 90 info@defistival.org


